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Provocati on N o .188 
Prediction of the Winter's Weather

El Nino, "The Child," is a striking tropical Pacific Ocean event 
that shows up sporadically every decade or so around Christmas. The 
name, referring to the Christ child, was given it by Spanish-speaking 
Catholic fishermen off the west coast of South America. Characterized by 
warmer than normal coastal waters, El Nino was not a favorable augury to 
them, because it foretold that the warm water would upset the flow of 
nutrients from the cooler, deeper ocean. This, in turn, reduces the 
muitipiication of plankton, a main source of food for the anchovietta 
fish harvest once so so important particularly to the economy of Peru.

In 1982-83 the Peruvian coast experienced the strongest El Nino on 
record. Surface ocean temperatures reached 5 deg C above normal by March 
in some regions of the eastern Pacific— a huge anomaly. With it came 
disaster to the fish harvest, which had already been damaged by over
fishing and by an earlier El Nino. Fish catches dropped to a fraction of 
their earlier values. Birds that depended on abundant fish supplies 
starved, and the beaches were littered with hundreds of thousands of dead 
ones, Even the guano fertilizer industry, based on the droppings of 
millions of sea birds, declined sharply.

Irregular in occurrence, the causes of El Ninos have long been a 
mystery. It has been known since the 1920s that they are some way 
related to a large scale Pacific Ocean atmospheric pressure variation 
called the "Southern Oscillation." Sir Gilbert Walker of England and 
others found that when sea level atmospheric pressures were low over the 
tropical Eastern Pacific, they were high over the Indian Ocean, and vice 
versa. With the pressure anomalies were corresponding sea surface 
temperature f 1 uctuations. The ocean system fluctuated irregularly back 
and forth between these two states. Nowadays the phenomenon is called 
"ENSO" by scientists to indicate El Nino-Southern Oscillation.

Last February (Prov-144) I reported on some exciting new 
mathematical model work done by Stephen Zebiak and Mark Cane at the 
Lamont-Doherty Geological Observatory of Columbia University. They 
succeeded in producing a mathematical simulation of the ENSO in a 1 arge 
computer, and with it predicted a recurrence of ENSO this year. Indeed, 
a weak ENSO appeared, and it grew substant ial 1 y as the Autumn came on,

Now it appears, from research by several groups, that when an El 
Nino occurs and the Eastern Pacific sea surface warms, this reinforces 
the winds from the west, which then blow warm tropical water towards the 
coast of South America, further reinforcing the warming. Finally the 
chain of events breaks down , the west winds weaken and the "ant i-E1 Nino" 
sets in. The normal "trade winds" from the east strengthen, blow the 
warm water back towards the west, and the cooler, nutrient rich water 
upwells at the Peruvian coast enriching the plankton. The system is a
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giant oscillator. And the significant thing is that it is now possible 
to mimic the oscillator in a super—  computer.

Mike Wallace, of Washington University, a pioneer in large scale 
ocean-atmosphere teleconnection research, says, “Until now an El Nino has 
been like a magic trick. Now we have at least the groundwork to 
understand predictive models. We're back to doing science." Wallace is 
quoted in the December iith issue of "Science," where two excellent short 
articles appear about El Nino and climate forecasting.

ENSO's effects show up in global weather patterns. Rainfall over 
the South American continent appears to be influenced by it. Some areas 
have droughts and some get floods. It is likely that far away Africa, 
North America and China can be affected. Even the waters of the Gulf of 
Alaska were impacted by the 1982-83 El Nino.

Will this new modelling capability lead to practically useful 
climate forecasts? I believe so, but it is not yet "in the bag." Many 
questions remain. The U.S. National Weather Service has recently issued 
its long range winter forecast for United States. They predict warmer and 
drier weather for the Southwest: wetter than usual along the Gulf Coast 
and the East Coast. In so doing, they are assuming that the ENSO will 
continue to weaken, as it has done in recent weeks, and that it will not 
have a strong effect over North America. We shall see! But I anticipate 
that the improved capability to model the ENSO will lead to more secure 
predictions of its development— and from that global influences will, I 
suspect, be more reliably foretold.

* * * * *
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